Design of metasurface polarizers based on two-dimensional cold atomic arrays.
Engineering light-matter interaction using cold atomic arrays is one of the central topics in modern optics. Here we have demonstrated the capability of two-dimensional asymmetric cold atomic arrays as microscopic metasurfaces for controlling polarization states of light. The designed linear polarizer can lead to an extinction ratio over 20dB as well as a high transmittance over 0.8 for the permitted polarization at zero detuning. For detuned driving light, changing lattice constants can also achieve high performance linear polarizers. We have also accomplished a circular polarizer by manipulating the phases of transmitted light. A theoretical analysis based on Bloch theorem shows the underlying mechanism for this performance is actually attributed to cooperative effects in periodic lattices. Finally, we discuss in detail the effects of system size, lattice imperfection and nonzero driving light linewidth in practical implementation. The present study paves a way to design extremely miniaturized metasurfaces using cold atoms and other two-level systems, showing great potential in quantum information and quantum metrology sciences as well as the fundamental physics of light-matter interaction.